Abstract. We present a method of theoretical and numerical construction of the hedging (replicating) portfolio for a given derivative financial instrument for the Heston model of a financial market. The stochastic Heston model is defined by an appropriate system of Ito type stochastic differential equations. We use a methodology based on an application of the Clark-Ocone-Haussmann formula, leading to closed formulae for optimal replicating strategies. We show how to use it in computer oriented applications.
Introduction
Some papers indicating on a possibility to apply Malliavin calculus in calculations of functionals on classes of solutions to stochastic differential equations (SDE -for short) modelling certain financial mathematics problems has appeared lately. It is possible, for example, to combine this idea with computer Monte Carlo simulations techniques in order to obtain efficient algorithms for calculation of the so called Greecs, i.e. certain functionals on the class of processes solving the Black-Scholes system of linear SDEs commonly used in mathematical finance (see [1] ).
This approach applies also to derivation of useful formulae describing optimal 'portfolio process in some stochastic optimization problems playing an important role in mathematical finance. In this paper we construct optimal replicating portfolio for the Heston model of financial market, in a mathematical framework proposed in [5] .
We also compare quantitatively replicating portfolios for the Black-Scholes and Heston models, using our approximate computer algorithms based on calculation of the Malliavin derivatives of appropriate stochastic processes and application of the Monte Carlo simulation techniques.
Financial market models
Following recent monographs [5] and [7] we briefly recall here necessary notions and facts from stochastic finance (all necessary definitions, formal assumptions, etc., omitted here can be found there).
Let W = {W(t) : t € [0, T]} denote a given Brownian motion process on (S7,P) with a filtration {Ft}, where {^i}ie[o,T] is the augmentation by the null sets in T™ of the filtration {F} V }te[o,T} generated by W = W(t). Let us suppose that all processes considered here are well defined on the spaces (0, J 7 , P) with filtration {^Ft]te{a,T\ > adapted to this filtration and have continuous paths, what means that they are progressively measurable. We need also another probability space (fi,.F,P). Operations E, Et and E, Et denote expectation and expectation conditioned to J~t, on both these spaces, respectively.
We are interested in two special cases of financial market models presented e.g. in [5] or [7] in a more general framework, i.e. in models consisting of a money market (or bond) So = So(t) and one stock Si = Si(t). In this one dimensional case we get a stochastic model consisting of a system of 2 linear Ito SDEs t (2. where processes r = r(t),
In this paper we intend to compare in some sense two different models of a financial market: the commonly used Black-Scholes model and, starting attract attention, more general (nonlinear with respect to stochastic volatility), Heston model.
The Black-Scholes model is defined by a system of 2 linear SDEs with constant coefficients t (2. The Heston model (see [2] ) is described by a system of 3 SDEs (2.5) and in (2.6) , it follows that process {\/Vjt) : t 6 [0, T]} is adapted to {Ft} and the Heston model can be considered as a special case of model (2.1)-(2.2).
One of our main goals is to check what is the difference between replicating portfolios for this 2 models approximating each other in some sense, so we propose the following definition. In a framework given by the model (2.1)-(2.2), let us introduce a few more necessary processes and stochastic equations. Discount process is given by 0{t) = l/<So(i). For n € {0,1} let rj n = rj n (t) denote the number of shares of bond and stock, respectively, so the value of the investor's holdings at df df time t is 7ro(t) + 7Ti(i), where 7ro(i) = rjo(t)So{t), 7Ti(t) = Vi(t)Si(t). The process 7r = (7ro,7ri) = {(^o(t), ni(t)) : t G [0, T]} with values in R 2 is called a portfolio process. We assume that the process 7r = 7r(t) is adapted to filtration {^ri}te [o,T] and such that all integrals in (2.8) are well defined and finite.
With these processes we associate two other processes: the gains process G = G(t)
dG(t) = no(t) r(t)S 0 (t) dt + m (t) [dSiit) + Si(t)6(t) dt), with G(0) = 0, and -playing an important role -the wealth process X = X X,C,7T = {X x,c,n (t) : te{o,T)} t X(t) = X-jc(s) ds + G(t),
o with x > 0 denoting initial value of an investment, c = c(t) describing the consumption process and 6 = 6(t) -dividend rate process. REMARK 2.3. It can be checked that the wealth process X satisfies on the following SDE t (2.8)
Let us define a process called the market price of risk
and next, two other processes So, applying Ito formula and taking into account the discounting process ¡3 = P(t), for the wealth process X = {X(i)} we derive the following new
Finally we introduce the state price density process
2 {s) ds}, 0 0 getting, after an application of the Ito formula, another SDE for the wealth process X t (2.9)
o but this time on (SI,?, {Ft} > P) > which is more practically useful.
Malliavin calculus in construction of replicating portfolios
First we recall (see Theorem 3.5 in [5] ) a theorem on the existence of replicating portfolio. 
We can say more. 
(t)Mt) = ^r + X(t)0(t).
This process can be derived from the relation
. 0 0 Our aim is to construct optimal replicating portfolios for both models presented in Section 2 by (2.4) and (2.5)-(2.6), and to compare them quantitatively with the use of approximate computer methods based on calculation of the Malliavin derivatives of appropriate stochastic processes and application of the Monte Carlo simulation techniques.
Our main tool is the Clark-Ocone-Haussmann formula. To present it briefly let us assume that for a given random variable F we look for a stochastic process ip = ip(t) on t 6 [0,T] such that 
.ET [H(T)1hB] H(t) a(t)
1 J
" BM m * [* (T) B ( J + ^ M«)«^ («))] • tl\t)c[t) t t If additionally r = r(t) and 0 = 6(t) are deterministic functions, then portfolio 7ri takes the form (3.6) 7T1 (t) = exp(-\ r(s)ds) <r(i) -1 EtfDfcB]
t T T (3.5) .
= exp ( -J(r(«) + -J 0(«)<W(«)) a(t)~l E^B].

Proof. Let F = H(T) B. If F e D 1 ' 1 , then thanks to Clark-Ocone-Haussmann formula i>(t) = E[Dt.F]. Replacing process ip in (3.1) by E[DtF], we get (3.7) * l{ t) = Wj + EdiW) H(t)cr(t)
After further calculations we get (3-8) Tn (t) = ^^ {Ee [H(T) D^b] + Et [Bfh H(T)] +6{t)Et[H(T)B]}, and since BtH(s) = -H{s)(0(t) + \ s t Btr(u)du + J®D*0(u)dW(u)) J[0>,](t), then the formula (3.8) transforms into
• 
Proof. Since B = 0, so we get
If F = \l H(s) c(s) ds belongs to D 1,1 , then ip(t) = E[D t F] and as a consequence we get
Et M + Et [f H(s) c{s) ds1 6(t) *i(t) = H(t)a(t)
where T
D t F=\ (c(s) Ufc H(s) + H{s) Df c{s))ds, t
what ends the proof.
• REMARK 3.2. The method of construction of replicating portfolio obtained here by (3.8) is much better suited for numerous applications then that presented in [9] . It was successfully applied to computer construction of portfolios of different kinds and can be applied in some other even more general situations, e.g. for construction of optimal strategies solving various optimal consumption and investment problems.
Replication of European call option
Malliavin calculus makes it possible to replicate practically any derivative instrument on a given financial market. Let us recall that European call option for a stock price S(t) given by SDE (2.2) for t € [0, T], is described by the random variable Our aim is to construct with the use of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 a replicating portfolio for a random variable B given by (4.1) for 2 models: Black-Scholes model, and Heston model introduced in Section 2. Notice, that it is clear that in order to describe any portfolio ir{t) = (7ro(i),7ri(i)) on a market with 1 stock with a price S(t), it is enough to compute r/i(t) such that 
n (t) = m(t)S(t).
Construction of hedging portfolio
(t),V(t)) = a(t) + b(t) -c(t),
for Heston model, where
vwr L pm Let us also remark, that "closeness" of processes 5f = Sf (t) and S^ = Sf (i) related by (2.7) can also be understood as closeness of their densities, quantile lines and other numeric quantities such as e.g. values of underlying cylindrical (Wiener) measures. In our computer experiment differences between values of all numerical quantities obtained for both models were on a same level as errors induced by approximate methods applied to the construction of these processes. REMARK 5.1. To the best of our knowledge, the results of computer experiments presented here axe the first of this kind in accessible literature. The main, apparently important for applications conclusion, one can derive from obtained results, is that for two different stochastic models of financial market, one with constant and second with stochastically varying volatility, which have very similar statistical properties, corresponding strategies replicating a given derivative instrument can be visibly (surprisingly) different. 
